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Plan, design, and build engaging user interfaces for your Android
applications

About This Book

Take an initial idea for an Android app and develop it into a detailed plan,●

supported by sketches and wireframes
Provide a better experience for your users by following best practices and the●

new material design principles
Work more efficiently and save time by testing your ideas at an early stage by●

building a prototype

Who This Book Is For

If you are a Java developer with a keen interest in building stunning UIs for your
applications in order to retain customers and create great experiences for them,
then this book is for you. A good knowledge level of HTML, CSS, and some
grounding in Android Development is assumed.

What You Will Learn

Develop a user interface that adheres to all the core material design principles●

Transform your initial app idea into a concrete and detailed plan●

Add Views, ViewGroups, layouts, and common UI components to your own●

Android projects
Use fragments and various strategies to gather user input●

Create a new Android Studio project and develop it into a prototype●

Identify and solve problems with your app’s UI to deliver a better user●

experience
Start getting to grips with the new UI features coming up in Android N,●

including multi-window mode and direct reply notifications
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In Detail

Great design is one of the key drivers in the adoption of new applications, yet
unfortunately design considerations are often neglected in the face of “will it
work,” “can we make it quicker,” or “can we get more people using it”?

This book seeks to redress this balance by showing you how to get your PM to
start treating the design phase of your project seriously. This book is focused
entirely on the development of UI features, and you’ll be able to practically
implementing the design practices that we extol throughout the book.

Starting by briefly outlining some of the factors you need to keep in mind when
building a UI, you’ll learn the concepts of Android User Interface from scratch.
We then move on to formulate a plan on how to implement these concepts in
various applications. We will deep dive into how UI features are implemented in
real-world applications where UIs are complex and dynamic.

This book offers near complete coverage of UI-specific content including, views,
fragments, the wireframing process, and how to add in splash
screens—everything you need to make professional standard UIs for modern
applications. It will then cover material design and show you how to implement
Google's design aesthetic in a practical manner. Finally, it ensures the best
possible user experience by analyzing the UI using various tools, and then
addressing any problems they uncover.

By the end of the book, you’ll be able to leverage the concepts of Android User
Interface in your applications in order to attract new customers.

Style and approach

This book follows a comprehensive approach that focuses on the concepts of UI
from scratch. The book ends with teaching Android developers on how to
optimize their UI, best practices and securing applications.
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Plan, design, and build engaging user interfaces for your Android applications

About This Book

Take an initial idea for an Android app and develop it into a detailed plan, supported by sketches and●

wireframes
Provide a better experience for your users by following best practices and the new material design●

principles
Work more efficiently and save time by testing your ideas at an early stage by building a prototype●

Who This Book Is For

If you are a Java developer with a keen interest in building stunning UIs for your applications in order to
retain customers and create great experiences for them, then this book is for you. A good knowledge level of
HTML, CSS, and some grounding in Android Development is assumed.

What You Will Learn

Develop a user interface that adheres to all the core material design principles●

Transform your initial app idea into a concrete and detailed plan●

Add Views, ViewGroups, layouts, and common UI components to your own Android projects●

Use fragments and various strategies to gather user input●

Create a new Android Studio project and develop it into a prototype●

Identify and solve problems with your app’s UI to deliver a better user experience●

Start getting to grips with the new UI features coming up in Android N, including multi-window mode and●

direct reply notifications

In Detail

Great design is one of the key drivers in the adoption of new applications, yet unfortunately design
considerations are often neglected in the face of “will it work,” “can we make it quicker,” or “can we get
more people using it”?

This book seeks to redress this balance by showing you how to get your PM to start treating the design phase
of your project seriously. This book is focused entirely on the development of UI features, and you’ll be able
to practically implementing the design practices that we extol throughout the book.

Starting by briefly outlining some of the factors you need to keep in mind when building a UI, you’ll learn
the concepts of Android User Interface from scratch. We then move on to formulate a plan on how to
implement these concepts in various applications. We will deep dive into how UI features are implemented
in real-world applications where UIs are complex and dynamic.



This book offers near complete coverage of UI-specific content including, views, fragments, the wireframing
process, and how to add in splash screens—everything you need to make professional standard UIs for
modern applications. It will then cover material design and show you how to implement Google's design
aesthetic in a practical manner. Finally, it ensures the best possible user experience by analyzing the UI using
various tools, and then addressing any problems they uncover.

By the end of the book, you’ll be able to leverage the concepts of Android User Interface in your
applications in order to attract new customers.

Style and approach

This book follows a comprehensive approach that focuses on the concepts of UI from scratch. The book ends
with teaching Android developers on how to optimize their UI, best practices and securing applications.
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Editorial Review

About the Author
Jessica Thornsby Jessica Thornsby studied poetry, prose, and scriptwriting at Bolton University before
discovering the world of open source and technical writing, and has never looked back since. Today, she is a
technical writer and full-time Android enthusiast residing in sunny Sheffield, England. She enjoys writing
about rooting and flashing mobile devices, Java, Eclipse, and all things Android and Google. She is also the
co-author of iWork: The Missing Manual. When not wordsmithing about technology and obsessing over the
latest Android developments, she keeps a blog about her local food scene and writes about looking after
exotic pets. On the rare occasions that she's dragged away from her computer, she enjoys beer gardens, curry
houses, the great British seaside, scary movies, and spending lots of time with her house rabbits and
chinchillas.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Cheryl Dawkins:

What do you consider book? It is just for students because they are still students or the idea for all people in
the world, what best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
distinct personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they don't
would like do that. You must know how great and also important the book Android UI Design. All type of
book is it possible to see on many resources. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Tina West:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the concept Android UI Design
suitable to you? The actual book was written by famous writer in this era. The particular book untitled
Android UI Designis the main one of several books in which everyone read now. That book was inspired lots
of people in the world. When you read this publication you will enter the new dimensions that you ever
know ahead of. The author explained their strategy in the simple way, so all of people can easily to recognise
the core of this e-book. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. So that you can
see the represented of the world on this book.

Nelson Berg:

The book Android UI Design will bring you to the new experience of reading some sort of book. The author
style to elucidate the idea is very unique. When you try to find new book to learn, this book very appropriate
to you. The book Android UI Design is much recommended to you to learn. You can also get the e-book
from your official web site, so you can quickly to read the book.



Janice Hayes:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge from it. You can take knowledge and information
coming from a book. Book is composed or printed or outlined from each source which filled update of news.
On this modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media
social like newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, fresh and comic. You can
add your understanding by that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or
just searching for the Android UI Design when you essential it?
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